Friends, Lovers, and the Big Terrible Thing: A Memoir / Matthew Perry
The beloved star of Friends takes us behind the scenes of the hit sitcom and shares his struggles with addiction in this candid, darkly funny memoir.

Humanly Possible / Sarah Bakewell
Embracing humanism's rich ambiguity, Bakewell sets out not just to trace this vital philosophical lineage through the lives of its major protagonists but in fact to make her own dazzling contribution to its expansive literature.

Little Chapel on the River: a pub, a town, and the search for what matters most / Gwendolyn Bounds
After the terrorist attack of September 11, journalist Wendy Bounds was delivered to Guinan's -- a legendary Irish drinking hole in the small town of Garrison, New York. Captivated by the bar's charismatic owner and his charming, motley clientele, Bounds uprooted herself permanently and moved to tiny Garrison.

One Hundred Saturdays: Stella Levi and the Search for a Lost World / Michael Frank
The remarkable story of ninety-nine-year-old Stella Levi, the deportation to Auschwitz that extinguished ninety percent of her community, and the resilience and wisdom of the woman who lived to tell the tale.

To Throw Away Unopened / Viv Albertine
Brave, intimate, and deeply confessional, this is the long-awaited follow-up to Viv Albertine's sensational bestselling memoir.

Warmth of Other Suns / Isabel Wilkerson
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Isabel Wilkerson chronicles one of the great untold stories of American history: the decades-long migration of black citizens who fled the South for northern and western cities, in search of a better life.
**Good Night Irene** / Luis Alberto Urrea
In 1943, Irene Woodward and Dorothy Dunford, become part of the Donut Dollies: providing camaraderie and a taste of home at the front lines before the troops head into battle.

**Hamnet** / Maggie O'Farrell
A short, piercing, deeply moving novel about the death of Shakespeare's 11 year old son Hamnet, mesmerizing, seductive, impossible to put down, a magnificent departure from one of our most gifted novelists.

**The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store** / James McBride
In 1972, when workers in Pottstown, Pennsylvania, were digging the foundations for a new development, the last thing they expected to find was a skeleton at the bottom of a well.

**Hello Beautiful** / Ann Napolitano
When his skill on the basketball court earns him a scholarship, William Waters meets Julia Padavano, a spirited young woman who surprises him with her appreciation of his quiet steadiness. The Padavanos fold William into their loving household. But then darkness from William's past surfaces and disrupts their plans.

**Lessons in Chemistry** / Bonnie Garmus
Frustrated chemist Elizabeth Zott finds herself at the helm of a cooking show that sparks a revolution.

**Lolita** / Vladimir Nabokov
Controversial novel from one of the greatest writers of the twentieth century tells the story of Humbert Humbert's obsessive, devouring, and doomed passion for a young girl Dolores Haze.

**The Secret Book of Flora Lea** / Patti Callahan Henry
When a woman discovers a rare book that has connections to her past, long-held secrets about her missing sister and their childhood spent in the English countryside during World War II are revealed.